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Abstract. Automated negotiation between computational agents or
between agents and humans has been a subject of active research with a
focus on obtaining better quality solutions within reasonable time frames.
The critical issue negotiators face during automated negotiation is that
a negotiator may not always know the personality type of the opponent.
Studies show that having information about the opponent improves the
outcome of negotiation in general. However, unless there is prior knowl-
edge, learning the opponent type in the limited amount of time or number
of rounds in a negotiation is a difficult task. In this paper, we use a Par-
tially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) based modeling to
perform better modeling of the opponent personality type. In particular,
we focus on modeling the opponent into four different types to showcase
that a better understanding of personality type can improve the out-
come of automated negotiation. Our experiments performed using data
sets generated from the IAGO software showcase that we indeed obtain
better negotiation outcomes with a higher classification accuracy of the
opponent personality type.

Keywords: Automated negotiation · Personality type · Belief
tracking · POMDP

1 Introduction

The topic of automated negotiation has received wide attention in the literature
due to its importance as one way of communication between agents and also
between agents and humans [3,17,18]. In a general automated negotiation, an
agent may need to negotiate with other agents or humans whose (personality)
type may not be known [2,24]. However, knowing the types of other players
can provide significant advantages to the agent in many situations in terms
of having a better idea of how to approach or tailor the negotiation [6,9,10],
potentially leading to better outcomes. The offer-counteroffer paradigm [8,12]
is a popular way of modeling automated negotiations. In this study, we deviate
from the offer-counteroffer paradigm since the other negotiators can take actions
for information exchange and not just to make offers and counteroffers.

In the business world, people bring different negotiation styles and strategies
to the bargaining table, based on their different personalities, experiences, and
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beliefs about the negotiation. When people with different negotiation styles are
involved in a negotiation, the results can be a lot more unpredictable. On know-
ing more about the other parties, negotiation styles can have a significant impact
on the way we plan our negotiation. Individual differences in social motives and
preference for certain outcomes when agents interact can strongly affect how
they would approach the negotiation [5]. Drawing on social motives that drive
human behavior, [25] and others identify four basic personality types:

• Individualists concentrate primarily on maximizing their outcomes and do
not show much concern for opponent outcomes.

• Cooperators focus on maximizing both their own and other’s outcome. Coop-
erators tend to opt more for value creation strategies such as exchanging
information than individualists.

• Competitives are motivated to maximize the difference between their own
and other’s outcome. Because of their strong desire to “win big”, competitive
agents tend to engage in behavior that is self-serving.

• Altruists are a rare breed of negotiators that strive to maximize other’s out-
come rather than their own. Although very few people may be pure altruists,
most human negotiators behave altruistically under specific conditions such
as when dealing with loved ones or with those who are less fortunate.

Given the above classification for personality type of negotiators, our goal is
to build an automated negotiation agent that can adjust its belief regarding the
type of opponents as the negotiation progresses and chooses appropriate actions
to reach a high-quality negotiation agreement. There is quite some work on
modeling and prediction of opponent type in negotiation literature [1,2] including
usage of formal models such as game theory [4,7] and Bayesian learning [26,27]
among others. However, there is relatively less work on analyzing the personality
type of an opponent within the computation model of negotiation. POMDPs [11]
have been used earlier in literature for modeling social interaction among humans
in situations where information of the opponent has to be known [21]. More
recently, preference elicitation in negotiation using the Gaussian uncertainty
model has been developed in order to optimize the negotiation outcomes [14,15].
[22] presents a POMDP based model for the development of a strategic agent
for human persuasion via the usage of argumentative dialogs.

The assumption we make in our work is that initially, the agent has no
(or little) idea of the type of the other parties (hence we assume a uniform
distribution over the possible types). Throughout the negotiation, the agent
receives feedback and refines its belief accordingly. Given the characteristics, we
would like to capture, prior work has shown that POMDP based modeling can
be a good fit [11]. We focus on negotiation between two agents in the rest of the
paper and present the POMDP framework for our negotiation problem as the
next step, along with details of how it encodes our problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents details on how
we model the Automated Negotiation problem as a POMDP. Section 3 describes
usage of IAGO software to obtain a dataset that post some processing is used
as input for the POMDP model. Section 4 performs a basic evaluation of our
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POMDP model. In particular, the section compares the POMDP agent against
corresponding MDP models with differing assumptions, performs reward func-
tion evaluation, and also studies the effect of misclassification of opponent type.
Section 5 presents the experimental setups used and the results obtained. In
particular, the section shows results on learning of opponent personality type
in terms of classification accuracy, obtained via the POMDP belief updates.
Section 6 presents the conclusions of our work.

2 Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
Framework

Formally, POMDP can be defined by the tuple {S,A, T,Ω,O,R}, where S is a
finite set of states; A is a finite set of actions; T (s, a, s′) captures the probability
of transitioning from state s to s′ when taking action a; Ω is a finite set of
observations; O(s′, a, o) is the probability of observing o when taking action a
leads the agent to state s′ and R(s, a) represents the reward function, i.e., the
reward obtained by taking action a, at state s. As part of modeling the POMDP,
we also need to specify an initial belief where a belief state b is defined as a
probability distribution over the set of states S. Once the negotiation problem
is cast into the POMDP framework, many algorithms both heuristic and exact
exist in the literature to find an approximate or optimal POMDP policy [11,20].
Note that a policy here refers to a mapping from a belief state b to an action a,
for all the possible valid belief states.

2.1 Encoding a Negotiation Problem in the POMDP Framework

Using the ideas presented in prior work [18], we encode the negotiation problem
into a POMDP tuple {S,A, T,Ω,O,R}. As has been noted in prior works [18,19],
the advantages of a POMDP-based modeling approach for negotiation are as
follows: (a) POMDPs provide a natural way to capture the sequential nature
of the negotiation process while reasoning about the new data observed (such
as the actions of the other agent). (b) POMDPs enable to model and refine an
agent’s belief about other agents (in this work, the belief is over the personality
type of the other agent).

A key issue we face here is that the negotiation transcripts typically have
utterances, while a POMDP needs specific actions to be defined. To make the
mapping of negotiation transcripts to a POMDP feasible, we first assign a set
of codes to the actions of the players expressed in terms of dialogues [18]. Each
utterance can correspond to one or more codes, and these codes form the action
set that can be taken by each player. The POMDP would, therefore, be modeled
in terms of codes. We now provide details of the POMDP encoding for a two-
player negotiation.
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2.2 State Space Definition

The state space of our POMDP has the following factors: <Type, MyProposal,
OpponentProposal, MyAction, Observation, PreviousObservation>.

• Type: Modeled four personality types.
• MyProposal: The bid which the agent has to offer.
• OpponentProposal: The bid which the other player has to offer.
• MyAction: The action the agent has taken.
• Observation: The action which the other player takes, received by the agent

as an observation.
• PreviousObservation: Observation of the agent in the last time step.

2.3 Action and Observation Set

There are two action categories from which the agents can choose. One category
of actions is Information actions, while the other is Proposal actions. Informa-
tion actions are those which do not involve a change in proposal values. Proposal
actions, on the other hand, are used for changing the proposal value each agent
makes. The negotiators can interact with each other using dialogues. The dia-
logue set that we use for experimentation is limited and is already a part of the
IAGO software. The players get to pick their responses from this set.

We used the standard K-means clustering with tf-idf (term frequency–inverse
document frequency) score as weights [23] to categorize each of the dialogues into
5 (code) categories. The tf-idf is a measure of the importance of a particular word
with respect to the other words in a document. We assign the following five
(action) codes to each of the five clusters generated by the K-means algorithm:

• a1 - information - This is a simple information exchange action.
• a2 - same - This indicates that the agent has the same value for the proposal

again.
• a3 - concede - This means that the agents has conceded its proposal value.
• a4 - agree - This action indicates that the agent has agreed to the value/bid

proposed by its opponent.
• a5 - finish - This action indicates that the negotiation has been com-

pleted/terminated.
• a6 - NOOP - This action has no impact on the negotiation process.

The key advantage of using action codes is that it makes the interaction
amenable to being modeled using a POMDP due to their limited number. For
this experiment, the rate at which the agent and the players concede is the same.
The reservation value for the agent is dependent on its personality type and sets
lower bound for acceptability of bid. Observation set (Ω) has the six codes that
were part of the action set since observation for the agent is an action of the
other player. In addition to the set of six codes, IAGO software also provides
the emotion of the other player, which we model as part of the observations. In
particular, we use four different emotions, namely Happy, Sad, Surprised, and
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Angry, hence forming 20 action-emotion pairs as the observation set plus NOOP
which leads to the following 21 observations in total: a1 − happy, a1 − sad,
a1 − angry, a1 − surprised, a2 − happy, a2 − sad, a2 − angry, a2 − surprised,
a3−happy, a3−sad, a3−angry, a3−surprised, a4−happy, a4−sad, a4−angry,
a4 − surprised, a5 − happy, a5 − sad, a5 − angry, a5 − surprised, a6

2.4 State Transition Function

The transition function represents the probability with which the agent reaches
state s′ when it takes action a from state s. The agent can take different actions
from the action set, which can either be a proposal action or an information
action. Upon taking these actions, the agent will make transitions to different
states. The transitions in this domain are stochastic since information related to
other players is part of our state, which we would not know beforehand.

2.5 Observation Function

The state in our POMDP model is a tuple, as described in subsect. 2.2. We follow
the sequence of steps presented in [18] that show that when the state captures
the previous observation, the observation function becomes deterministic. For
explanation purposes, if ts is the current time step, we mathematically represent
the observation function as follows [where aa(ts) is the agent action taken and
oa(ts) is the opponent action taken at ts, i.e., the observation at ts]:

pr(obs(ts)|s(ts + 1), aa(ts)) = pr(obs(ts)|s(ts + 1))
= pr(obs| < Type,MyProposal(ts), OpponentProposal(ts),

MyAction(ts), Observation(oa(ts + 1)), P reviousObservation(oa(ts)) >)
= pr(obs(ts)|oa(ts))

= 1, if obs(ts) = oa(ts)
= 0, otherwise

2.6 Reward Function

The reward function is based on the personality type of the player. We introduced
four personality types earlier, and each personality type has its reward function.
As mentioned in subsect. 2.3, while emotions are part of the observations, in
the current work, we do not condition reward values on the (observed) emo-
tions. More specifically, the reward function for each personality type depends
on whether a concession is made or not. For the Individualist, Cooperator and
Competitor personality type, making a concession is not preferable for the agent;
hence it is given a lower reward value. Please note that the meaning/value of
concession by the same amount is different across the (3) personality types; hence
the reward value is modeled accordingly. For example, between the Individualist
and Cooperator agents, Individualists may never want to concede, but Cooper-
ator will tend to concede at some time steps. For an Altruist, a concession is
viewed as a positive since it helps its opponent, hence receives a high reward for
a concede action.
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2.7 Discount Factor

The value of the discount factor can vary from 0 to 1 in general. A discount
factor close to 1 indicates that rewards in the distant future are of high priority
while a value closer to 0 indicates that only immediate rewards are considered.
We use a discount factor of 0.95 for our purposes.

3 Input Generation for the POMDP Model

We used the IAGO software [16] to obtain the input dataset. We then perform
a processing step over this dataset to obtain state vectors in the form defined
in Sect. 2.2. Please note that the dataset is not labeled on the personality types
we model in this paper. We therefore went through the data set and labeled the
data to include the personality types, e.g., if a player agent repeatedly agrees
to a proposal made by the other agent without much bargaining involved, it is
labeled as an Altruist. The state vectors of the POMDP are then built directly
from the negotiation transcripts generated from the IAGO software.

4 Evaluation of the POMDP Agent

4.1 Sanity Check Experiment

In order to check whether the POMDP model we built is reasonable, we designed
2 MDP agents, namely MDP1 and MDP2. MDP1 doesn’t capture the opponent
personality type, whereas MDP2 knows the type of the opponent.

Figure 1 shows the results of the experiment, where the POMDP agent is
evaluated using the MDP2 actions. There is a mapping step involved in this
evaluation, since there is no observation feature in the MDP2 states. We perform
this mapping using the remaining features of the state vector. Hence, it translates
to a many to one mapping where multiple POMDP states can map to a single
MDP2 state in which case the same optimal (MDP2) action is used for these
states. The figure shows the number of timesteps on the x-axis and the Estimated
Expected Total Rewards EETR [13] on the y-axis. From the figure, we deduce
the following:

– EETR values for the POMDP and MDP2 agents are similar when the
POMDP is provided information about the opponent’s actions. Figure 1 shows
the EETR values for POMDP and MDP2, however the lines overlap. We
therefore represent MDP2 using a dotted green line and POMDP by an orange
line with the + symbol for purposes of contrast.

– MDP1 obtains lesser EETR values, since it cannot make use of additional
information about the opponent.

EETR is calculated as follows using Eq. 1:

V ∗
t (s) = max

a

[
R(s, a) + γ

∑
s∈S

T (s, a, s′)V ∗
t−1(s

′)
]

(1)
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Fig. 1. Estimated expected total reward values for the computed policies of POMDP
and the two MDP agents when given the same action sequences.

4.2 Reward Function Evaluation

The reward function is a component that is not present explicitly in the dataset,
nor the data presents an obvious way to construct. As described in Sect. 2.6,
the reward function is built, keeping in view the opponent types that need to be
captured. With a well-designed reward function, the agent is expected to provide
better EETR values if the reward function intended for that personality type is
used. For example, if the POMDP uses the reward function of Individualist for
an opponent who is Altruist due to incorrect modeling, it should be expected
to return lesser EETR values than when it uses the correct reward function
for Altruist. Figure 2 shows four plots, one per each personality type of the
opponent. Each plot shows results for the experiment where we use the four
different reward functions for a fixed personality type of the opponent [i.e., three
incorrect and one correct reward function used]. Note that for purposes of this
experiment, the state space of POMDP has only one opponent type information
captured (instead of four as described above in State Space Definition), e.g.,
value for Type is Altruist in POMDP for plot (a), Cooperator in (b) and so on.
The x-axis for each plot shows Time Steps, while the y-axis shows the reward
obtained. From the plots, we can infer that when the correct reward function is
used, the agent obtains better reward values as compared to when using incorrect
one(s).
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(a) Altruists with other functions (b) Cooperator with other functions

(c) Competitor with other functions (d) Individualist with other functions

Fig. 2. Each personality type tried with all the reward functions

4.3 Effect of Opponent Type Misclassification in Input Transcripts

This experiment while having similarities also differs from the previous exper-
iment (on reward function evaluation) in the way we setup the experiment: In
the previous experiment, we build POMDP with one value for (opponent) Type
in the state space and then experiment by changing the reward function which
should have been assigned for the other opponent types. In this experiment, we
first make changes to the transcripts that are used to build the POMDP. In
particular, we consider two setups here: Setup 1 where we (manually) change
the opponent type in the first half of input transcripts where opponent type is
Individualist and Setup 2 where we manually change the opponent type in the
second half of transcripts where opponent type is Individualist, i.e., we intro-
duce misclassification of opponent type in the input transcripts. For both the
setups, we model two opponent types in state space i.e., value for Type in state
space can be Individualist or Altruist. For both the setups we then perform three
experiments: (a) Individualist correct i.e., no (manual) changes made to tran-
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script and reward function used is the one that corresponds to when opponent
type is individualist (b) Individualist Wrong as Altruists i.e., in the manually
changed transcripts when Type is Altruist, POMDP continues to use Individu-
alist reward since Altruist was introduced via a manual change (correct reward
used when Type is Individualist) and (c) Individualist-Altruist correct (POMDP
uses reward for Altruist when Type is Altruist).

Fig. 3. Misclassification in the first half.

Figure 3 shows results for Setup 1, while Fig. 4 shows results for Setup 2. The
x-axis for both the figures represent Timesteps while y-axis shows the EETR
values. Both the figure shows that the orange line has the lowest EETR values
due to the effect of type misclassification in input files as well as absence of
correction in reward function, i.e., reward function used as if the misclassification
was not present. The green line does better since, although misclassfication of
opponent type was present, the reward function reflects this misclassification
while the blue line performs best since there was no misclassfication in the input
files (and hence no reward function correction is needed).

5 Experiment Results

5.1 Generation of Negotiation Data

We generate negotiation samples using the IAGO framework [16]. As described
in [16], the negotiation samples are generated in IAGO when the player(s) nego-
tiates with the IAGO agent. The IAGO agent can be part of a multi-issue bar-
gaining task featuring four issues at five different levels. The agent utilizes the
fixed list of utterances that the human may use, although it has its own set of
responses. The agent attempts to gain the most value for itself in the negotia-
tion by employing several human-negotiation techniques, such as appealing to
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Fig. 4. Misclassification in the second half.

the principle of fairness by utilizing a fixed-pie lie. We will refer to the IAGO
software agent as IAGOAgent.

We consider a scenario in which two players determine how to split a set of
items between them. The items considered here are bars of gold, bars of iron,
shipments of bananas and shipments of spices. The scenario was played out with
the IAGOAgent and logs of the negotiation [16] were used to generate negotiation
transcripts. The players had to negotiate with the IAGOAgent with a set time
limit. Each of these players has different personality types. We used IAGOAgent
versus the 4 personality types and generated a total of 30 transcripts for each
of IAGOAgent-Individualist, IAGOAgent-Cooperator, IAGOAgent-Competitor
and IAGOAgent-Altruist negotiation.

5.2 Opponent Personality Type Prediction

The key goal of our POMDP is to capture the personality type of the players
and reason about them. In this experiment, we check whether it has indeed been
successful in learning the behaviors using a belief tracking experiment [18]. To
perform this experiment, we only use the POMDP belief update and ignore the
rewards and optimal policy. We pre-specify the actions the POMDP agent is
supposed to take as well as actions of the opponent player which are received
as input directly from a dataset. Given this setup, we check if the POMDP can
classify the opponent player type correctly using belief updates, i.e., if the type
of other player is X, the sum of probabilities of all the states where type =X
would be the belief in player X. A high classification accuracy implies that the
POMDP was able to learn the behaviors of the opponent correctly. In terms
of setting up the experiment, the POMDP agent is trained using the actions
which the IAGOAgent takes while the opponent player can be one of the four
personality types namely Individualist, Cooperative, Competitive or Altruist
(note that transcripts for each personality type are generated by IAGO via role
play of each personality type during negotiation with the IAGOAgent).
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• Pair-wise - In this experiment, we perform a pairwise comparison of the per-
sonality types, which leads to a total of 6 experimental settings, namely Indi-
vidualist vs. Altruist, Individualist vs. Competitor, Individualist vs. Coop-
erator, Cooperator vs. Competitor, Cooperator vs. Altruist, Competitor vs.
Altruist.

• One vs. Rest Combined - In this experiment, we perform a comparison of
one personality type against a combination of the other three types, which
leads to a total of 4 experimental settings, namely Individualist vs. Altruist
& Competitor & Cooperator, Altruist vs. Competitor & Cooperator & Indi-
vidualist, Competitor vs. Individualist & Cooperator & Altruist, Cooperator
vs. Competitor & Altruist & Individualist.

Fig. 5. Pair-wise comparison results.

For both the experiments, out of the 30 datasets generated for each person-
ality type, we use 20 of them as training data and the other 10 datasets as test
data. We use action pairs that are taken directly from the test data instead of
allowing the POMDP to pick the optimal action. Figure 5 shows the classification
accuracy values for the pair-wise comparison experiment. The X-axis indicates
the pairs we have used as opponent players for testing, and Y-axis shows the
accuracy in classification. Accuracy in classification refers to the number of times
the POMDP belief update has correctly classified the opponent type.

In a Pair-wise tracking experiment, the POMDP initially believes that the
opponent could be from any of the two personality types with a 0.5 belief; hence it
is counted as a correct classification if the final belief at the end of the experiment
is greater than 50%. Figure 5 shows that the Altruist type can be distinguished
with high accuracy from the other types in a pair-wise comparison test with an
accuracy greater than 70% in all the tests. Altruist is particularly distinguishable
since they tend to maximize other agent’s outcome rather than their own. The
Cooperator type is second best with greater than 60% classification accuracy.
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Individualists and Competitors fare worse (50% to 60%) since they have fairly
similar characteristics (win vs. win big).

Table 1. Accuracy values

Personality type Accuracy

Individualist 71%

Cooperator 75%

Competitor 65%

Altruist 81%

The second belief tracking experiment tries to distinguish between opponents
where one opponent is of a single personality type while the other is a combina-
tion of 3 personality types. The goal of this experiment is to observe if we can get
a better accuracy result than the pair-wise comparison. Table 1 shows the classi-
fication accuracy for this experiment. We observe that there is an improvement
in classification accuracy for all the four types, possibly due to the consolidation
of information into two categories instead of four categories earlier.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we model an automated negotiation problem as a Partially Observ-
able Markov Decision Process with a specific focus on personality types. We
focus on four personality types, in particular, namely Individualist, Cooperator,
Competitor, and Altruist. We generated 30 negotiation transcripts for each type
for experimentation purposes using the IAGO software. For purposes of sanity
check: (a) We compared our POMDP against two MDPs, MDP1, which does not
model personality type and MDP2, which knows the personality type. We found
MDP1 ≤ POMDP ≤ MDP2 in terms of performance (b) We introduced errors
in POMDP model in multiple ways and found that they result in a decrease
of reward obtained by the agent. Our classification accuracy results performed
in two ways, i.e., Pair-wise and One vs. Rest, both show that we obtain good
quality results, which showcase that transcripts containing personality-related
information can indeed help to improve automated negotiation technology.
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